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ABSTRACT

THE THOU SHALTS OF JOURNALISM: A STUDY OF THE SIGNIFICANCE OF ETHICS
CODES, AS THEY CORRELATE TO THE JOURNALISTIC VALUES OF OBJECTIVITY
AND DETACHMENT AND THE PRACTICE OF PUBLIC JOURNALISM BY MISSISSIPPI
NEWSPAPERS.
Kim Breaux *, ‘Department of Journalism, University of Mississippi, University, MS.

Ethics arguably are a nexus to good journalism; thus, without a clearly-mandated ethics code that
helps one differentiate between objectivity and bias as well as detachment and empathy, media
practitioners fail in their basic journalistic obligation to providing readers with the information
that they need to live well-informed, free, and self-governing lives. Furthermore, objectivity and
detachment are two journalistic elements under constant public scrutiny for their surfeit of related
ethical faux pas committed regularly by American journalists. Particularly in the practice of
public journalism- a method for framing stories that is based on increased community input and
unconventional techniques to humanizing stories- these two values are being breached by its
practitioners, some argue. The purpose of this thesis was to explore not only the presence and
implementation of ethics codes in Mississippi’s newsrooms but also how these codes pertain to
the practice of objectivity, detachment, and, consequently, public journalism is this thesis’ central
goal. A survey was mailed twice to each ofthe 89 weekly and 24 daily Mississippi newspapers,
in hopes of obtaining a 50% rate ofresponse. Furthermore, the 23-question survey was
composed to provide answers to the specific research questions, which pertained to the
implementation, prevalence, and significance of ethics codes in the state’s newsrooms, the value
of objectivity and detachment as outlined in these codes, and the practice and pervasiveness of
public journalism, particularly as it related to the two values. The study found that 86 percent of
respondents stated not having a newsroom ethics code, and it appears that most respondents
believed that the public journalism being practiced by nearly 78 percent of respondents does not
necessarily serve as a precursor for the endangerment ofthe journalistic values of detachment and
objectivity. These results demonstrate that although only one in 10 respondents has an ethics
code, over half felt that they are very important, and eight in 10 respondents agreed that the two
values are not diluted when public journalism is practiced.
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INTRODUCTION

Ethics are an instrumental foundation in the world ofthe mass media. Without
ethics,journalists fail in their most basic responsibility, which is to “provide citizens with
the information they need to be free and self-governing(Kovach and Rosenstiel, 2001).”
Furthermore, without consciously incorporating ethical principles and practices into daily
newsgathering and reporting,journalists fail to serve the public interest. Without a
clearly-defined set of ethical codes, policies, and values and without the implementation
of a consistent and uniform set of newsroom beliefs and practices,journalists have
difficulty discerning between personal biases and opinions. Lacking a core set of
newsroom guidelines and professional values regarding ethical behavior sets the stage for
problematic and often ethically-flawed journalistic newsgathering and reporting, for,
ultimately, every decision a journalist makes in his or her job affects the readers.
Journalists without either personal or newsroom-mandated ethics codes undermine
journalism and its most basic goal, which is to serve the public by providing them with
the information that they need to live and function on a day-to-day basis.
In the mass media, there are a plethora of ethical dilemmas, but for the purpose of
this thesis, only one will be discussed, chosen based on its prevalence in modern-day
journalism. This ethical area of concern is detachment and objectivity as it pertains to the
use of public journalism by Mississippi journalists. Exploring not only the presence and
implementation of ethics codes in the state’s newsrooms but also how these codes pertain
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to the practice of objectivity, detachment, and, consequently, public journalism is this
thesis’ central goal.
While Mississippi news organizations have received no national attention because
of scandals resulting from inadequate, misleading, or controversial coverage of news
events similar to those experienced by The New York Times in 2003 and The Washington
Post in 1981, no news organization goes without its share ofjudgment calls and ethical
faux pas. Journalists and media professionals aroimd the world face the same issues and
concerns, which is why ethical issues need explanation.
But Mississippi news organizations are also unique in that editors and publishers
have had to overcome racial and political overtones and stigmas that existed prior to the
civil rights era (Shaffer, 1992). The result often was subjective, inaccurate, and unfair
news coverage of the state’s problems. But Mississippi journalism changed in the 1970s
in the wake of progressive leaders who challenged the status quo, upgraded coverage, and
moved editorial stances toward more moderate tones(Davies, 2001, Weill, 2001). The
purpose of this thesis is to identify 21^* century core beliefs and practices adhered to by
Mississippi journalists, specifically those relating to the exercise of objectivity and
detachment. It makes no attempt to relate coverage to the ills of past decades; rather,
these ills are mentioned to provide historical context and to illustrate the importance of
examining Mississippi newspapers today.
There are 24 dailies and 89 weekly and bi-weekly newspapers in the
Magnolia State. Ofthe 51 that responded to this study’s corresponding survey, eight are
owned by national corporations, 16 are owned by a Mississippi-based family chain, 26

1.

Of the eight news organizations that stated they were under chain ownership, none stated which particular chain affiliated with them. For the
puipose of this thesis, chain ownership is not a factor; rather, the focus is on the views of the editors

within the context of their respective newspapers.
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are under solo-ownership, and one is owned by a non-profit organization, as seen in

Table 1.
Pritchard and Morgan (1989)found that there is no evidence that codes directly
influence journalists’ decisions. Of interest here is to what extent Mississippi newspapers
adopt ethics codes, what values have been identified in the codes, and to what degree the
codes are followed by journalists.
Of secondary focus is to determine the impact of public journalism and the
adherence of Mississippi journalists to its tenets. The definition of public journalism
used here is based on the journalistic principle developed by Davis “Buzz” Merritt nearly
15 years ago:
At its most basic level, public journalism is nothing more than a way of reporting
and framing stories. Rather than focusing exclusively on conflict and obsessing
about detachment, public journalists attempt to write stories that provide solutions
and, where appropriate, moral inspiration. Public journalists also go out of their
way to include the voices ofeveryday people in their stories, particularly when it
comes to political coverage, and to explore how the business of government
affects the citizenry (Cohn, 1995).
On a side note, public journalism commonly is referred to as “civic
journalism.” Identifying the role that public journalism actively plays in Mississippi
newsrooms, specifically as the community-oriented style of reporting effects journalists’
abilities to remain both objective and reasonably disconnected from the story and its
sources, is one of this thesis’ primary objectives. Likewise, identifying the number of
news organizations in the state that have clearly-mandated and well-implemented codes
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of ethics and thus determining how the presence or absence of the aforementioned codes
shapes journalists’ decision-making skills are central focuses, specifically as they pertain
to the practice of public journalism by Mississippi journalists. The linkage between
ethics codes and the practice of public journalism is made because objectivity and
detachment are two elements that almost always seem to be included in ethics codes, and
the practice of public journalism calls into question these two particular journalistic
values. All of this ultimately reflects a newsroom’s ethical standards and guidelines.
Thus, the specific research questions are as follows:
RQ 1: Mississippi newspapers have standard ethics codes and guidelines.
RQ2: Mississippi newspaper editors believe that mandated ethics codes are vital to
newsroom operations and accurate news coverage.
RQ3: Mississippi newspaper editors’ ethical areas of concern include detachment and
objectivity.
RQ4: Mississippi newspapers’ staffs practice public journalism.
RQ5: Mississippi newspaper editors believe there is a link between the practice of
public journalism and the journalistic values of detachment and objectivity.
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CHAPTER 1
LITERATURE REVIEW

This literature review focuses on four areas:(1)the use of newsroom-mandated
and individual ethics codes by journalists,(2)the significance of the journalistic values of
detachment and objectivity, specifically as outlined in nationally-recognized newsroom
ethics codes,(3)the definition and history of public journalism, and (4)the relationship
between detachment and objectivity and the practice of public journalism. At the end, the
relevance of the literature to the research reported in this thesis is discussed.
Use of Newsroom-Mandated and Individual Ethics Codes by Journalists
Black (1995), co-author of the Society ofProfessional Journalists(SPJ) ethics
manual, described ethics codes in terms oftwo primary functions: “It showed members of
the craft they had some common purposes, and it served the public relations function of
letting the public know the organization was serious about ethics.” Furthermore, Peter
Sussmann,former Society of Professional Journalists Ethics Committee member, defined
ethics codes as a mechanism for holding others accountable:
The greatest value of an ethics code is to put forth generally accepted standards by
which errant behavior can be evaluated by the company and individuals involved as well
as by the profession and the public. Practically, it also gives journalists with ethical beefs
against their own employers something that they can point to in addressing and educating
management. But...no code of ethics, no ethical violation (Brown, 2002).
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Black (1995)concurred by further defining ethics codes’ roles in journalistic
accountability:
Ethics has to do with “owes” and “oughts” and “accountability.” To whom do we
owe something? To what system or organization or individuals are we
responsible for our behavior? That is, who calls us to account for what we do?
What sort of internalized motivations ought to direct our actions?
Accountability is a principle tenet of the SPJ Code of Ethics, which also stresses
the importance of seeking truth and reporting it, minimizing harm, and acting
independently. According to SPJ, the organization’s code of ethics is one of the most
reputable and widely- used ethics codes in the United States and is “voluntarily embraced
by thousands of writers, editors, and other news professionals.” Its ethics code preamble
states the purpose ofjournalism as this purpose pertains to the journalistic values
considered to be most important by “the nation’s largest association of working
journalists (Black, 1995):
Members of the Society of Professional Journalists believe that public
enlightenment is the forerunner ofjustice and the foundation of democracy,
contending that the duty ofthe journalist is to further those ends by seeking truth
and providing a fair and comprehensive account of events and issues.
Conscientious journalists from all media and specialties strive to serve the public
with thoroughness and honesty, and professional integrity is the cornerstone of a
journalist’s credibility (SPJ, 1996).
“Codes of ideal standards admit to our imperfections, and generally offer positive ‘thou
shalt’ suggestions that will make the world a better place in which to live,” Black stated.
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However, ideal standards are not always strictly enforced, though few doubt the
codes’ value and significance. According to Bob Steele, director of the ethics program at
the Poynter Institute in St. Petersburg, Fla., there are a plethora ofreasons journalistic
codes of ethics should be implemented:
Journalists of all stripes face a range oftough ethical issues_ interviewing
juveniles, producing breaking news of a tragedy, investigating corruption at a city
hall, editing copy or video tape for a complex and contentious issue like race
relations, reporting a story that connects with your advertisers, or designing pages
in the midst of a natural disaster. The pressure points are everywhere. Vulnerable
people, conflicting facts, graphic images, incomplete information, sources soiled
by motives, powerful people trying to avoid or influence coverage. Journalists
regularly must make tough ethical calls, and it’s imperative that they have the
sharpest tools possible to accomplish their goals (Steele, 2000).
Journalists constantly are thrown into a mix of ethical dilemmas and quandaries, and
without a strong ethical foundation to base their decisions on,journalists risk doing the
public a grave disservice. Enlisting fellow journalists to keep in mind those whom they
serve, Steele described the role ofjournalists as one that entails a recommitment to
“stronger standards, to better practices, and to heightened quality control:”
There is a direct connection, I believe, between core values and professionalism_
between what we believe and how we behave. The challenge is making sure we
have both the desire and the ability to carry out our good intentions (Steele, 2003).
Likewise, Black stated:
If we are serious about ethics, our concern lies with self-imposed behaviors, with
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moral obligations not to violate our commitments or dishonor relationships with
our professional peers, our sources, the subjects of our news coverage, and
members of the reading, viev^ng, and listening public.
Moreover, the ethics code should “reinforce the nature ofjournalists’ collective
responsibility” and “provide individual newsrooms and news organizations a blueprint
for creating their own more detailed codes or policies, which may or may not include
enforcement provisions (Black).”
However, according to a study conducted by Pritchard and Morgan(1989)about
the relationship between ethics codes and the decisions thatjournalists make,the results
of research and surveys indicated that there was no correlation between the behavior of
journalists and newsroom ethics codes. In fact, at the time ofthe study, surveys showed
that only 60% of newspaper joumalists_ publishers, editors, and staff members_ favored
written ethics codes, but at the same time, nearly one-fourth of managing editors
surveyed said they had fired someone for unethical conduct. Furthermore, according to
Shepard (1994):
Conversations with a handful of reporters around the country suggest that
dictionaries are consulted far more often. Reporters interviewed say they rely on
their own instincts when questions of ethics arise. Some do consult codes, some
can’t(when there isn’t one), and some don’t even know if their paper has one.
The New York Times business ethics columnist, Jeffery Seglin, identified with the
aforementioned problem:
When an organization_any type of organization_doesn’t internalize what it says it
stands for, things can go wrong. No written code of ethics, no matter how well
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intentioned and insightfully crafted, can work if there is an obvious gap between
what an organization says it will and won’t do and what, when push comes to
shove, it actually does (Seglin, 2001).
Seglin continued by saying that if newsrooms fail to implement the codes they have
written, there is no point in having an ethics code in the first place. “It’s one thing to put
the ideas on paper, quite another to make sure employees at every level ofthe
organization believe that top management practice what the codes preach,” said Seglin
(2001).
Additionally, Steele stated that newsroom-mandated ethics codes foster sound
ethical decision-making skills in journalists. “Good news organizations address ethics
through well-articulated principles, practical guidelines, and functional protocols. Then
it’s up to the individual journalists to turn good intentions into action through a blend of
reasoned thinking and a good heart(Steele, 2000).” While newsroom ethics codes help
provide consistency in decision- making for journalists, ultimately, however, ethics are
the responsibility of the individual journalists, with or without newsroom policies and
guidelines. The corporate conscience can only go so far, because at some point,
journalists have to rely on their own instincts and morals to guide them in making ethical
decisions.
Significance ofthe Journalistic Values of Detachment and Objectivity
Kovach and Rosenstiel(2001) described detachment as one ofthe most important
elements ofjournalism: “Journalists must maintain an independence from those they
cover.” Detachment is about more than neutrality_ it is about complete independence
from faction. At its core,journalism is about serving, engaging, and providing the public
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with an outlet for public discussion. They continued,“The more a journalist views
himself as a participant in the events, and has loyalty to sources, the less able he or she is
to really consider himself or herself a journalist.” Davis Merritt,journalist and founder of
public journalism, agreed, describing detachment as an “overriding value (1998):”
Our operational ethics require that editorial functions are separate from
advertising functions; news from opinion; facts from values; reality from rhetoric.
The newspaper is separated from other institutions by its duty to report on them;
journalists are expected to separate their professional identity from their personal
identity; and truth telling is separated from its consequences so that we can tell it
like it is. How the journalist feels about something must be separated from how
the journalist reports on it (Merritt, 1998).
Once journalists have crossed the threshold into participatory reporting, it is hard to
convince readers that the journalist has the public’s best interest in mind and not their
own personal agendas:
One might imagine that one could both report on events and be a participant in
them, but the reality is that being a participant clouds all the other tasks a
journalist must perform. It becomes difficult to see things from other
perspectives. It becomes more difficult to win the trust of the sources and
combatants on different sides. It becomes difficult if not impossible to then
persuade your audience that you put their interests ahead of those of the team that
you are also working for(Kovach and Rosenstiel, 2001).
Thus, the value of detachment stresses the importance ofthe journalist remaining
removed from and observant ofthe events that he or she is covering.
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Likewise, the principle of objectivity states the importance of the journalist
remaining unbiased and unwavering in his or her observer and reporter’s role in the news.
While it is not unheard offor the words ‘detachment’ and ‘objectivity’ to pop up in the
same conversation, Fromm stated that the two work conjunctively:
Objectivity is not, as it is often implied in a false idea of“scientific” objectivity,
synonymous with detachment, with absence ofinterest and care. How can one
penetrate the veiling surface of things to their causes and relationships if one does
not have an interest that is vital and sufficiently impelling for so laborious a task
(Strentz, 2002)?
Additionally, in their book The Elements ofJournalism, Kovach and Rosenstiel stated:
Objectivity called for journalists to develop a consistent method oftesting
information^ a transparent approach to evidence_ precisely so that personal and
cultural biases would not undermine the accuracy of their work (2001).”
Both central tenets ofthe journalistic profession, detachment and objectivity help
add to the discipline of a journalism of verification, as Kovach and Rosenstiel put it. In a
call for greater journalistic professionalism, Lippmann(1920)proclaimed that journalism
should “make its cornerstone the study of evidence and verification,” rather than
subjectivity. Detachment and objectivity are interlocked with one of the most basic
functions ofjournalism_ the quest for the truth and its distribution to the public.
It is not truth in the absolute or philosophical sense. It is not the truth of a
chemical equation. Butjournalism can_ and must_ pursue truth in a sense
which we can operate day to day (Kovach and Rosenstiel, 2001).
Two of the most reputable national journalism organizations, SPJ and the
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American Society of Newspaper Editors(ASNE), detailed the values of detachment and
objectivity in their codes of ethics, which are adhered to by media outlets around the
country. In Article IV ofthe ASNE Statement ofPrinciples, truth and accuracy are listed
as two of the most important criteria for sound journalistic decision making:
Good faith with the reader is the foundation of good journalism. Every effort
must be made to assure that the news content is accurate, free from bias and in
context, and that all sides are presented fairly(ASNE, 1975).
Likewise, Article III ofthe ASNE Statement ofPrinciples stated that journalists
should avoid doing anything that compromises their integrity. “Journalists must avoid
impropriety and the appearance of impropriety as well as any conflict of interest or the
appearance of conflict.” Additionally, Article V described the journalist’s responsibility
to conveying reliable and unbiased news coverage to the public.
To be impartial does not require the press to be unquestioning or to refrain from
editorial expression. Sound practice, however, demands a clear distinction for the reader
between news reports and opinion. Articles that contain opinion or personal
interpretation should be clearly identified(ASNE, 1975).
The SPJ Code ofEthics said that a journalist’s first obligation is to seeking the
truth and reporting it. “Journalists should be honest, fair, and courageous in gathering,
reporting, and interpreting information,” the code states. In addition, the code says that
journalists should be disconnected from those whom they cover. The SPJ code described
the journalist’s role as one of observation, not participation: “Journalists should be free of
obligation to any interest other than the public’s right to know.” Among the list of
activities that journalists should be mindful of are the avoidance of conflict of interest and
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potential integrity and credibility-damaging activities and associations, for without
integrity and credibility intact,journalism fails in its goal to serve the public(SPJ, 1996).
The Definition and History of Public Journalism
Engaging citizens in the news was always on the forefront of Davis Merritt’s list
of things to accomplish, particularly during his 41 years as a newspaperman.
After graduating from the University of North Carolina in 1958 with a degree in
journalism, Merritt began his career as a reporter for The Charlotte Observer^ owned by
Knight Newspapers, an organization known for its commitment to journalistic veracity,
according to the Harvard University Nieman Foundation for Journalism (Merritt, n.d.).
He began his career as a sports writer and eventually worked his way up to government
reporter, assistant city editor, copy desk chief, national editor, and, in 1969, Washington
correspondent (Merritt, n.d.).
In 1970, Merritt was named editor of The Boca Raton News in Florida. Two
years later, Merritt was back in Washington serving as news editor in Kmght
Newspaper’s Washington bureau. When Knight Newspapers merged with Ridder
Publications in 1974, Merritt was named executive editor oftwo struggling Knight
Ridder publications in Wichita, Kansas.(Merritt, n.d.).
Charged with helping The Wichita Eagle and Wichita Beacon survive,“For the
next 23 years, he strove to give his readers in-depth, objective, and relevant information
while dealing with increasing bottom-line pressures (Merritt, n.d.);”
By every measure of circulation, penetration, reach, respect, ratings, revenue
generation, and credibility, the vehicles ofjournalism are, at best, spinning their
wheels.... Concerned about our weakening commercial franchise, we ignored
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our true and far more valuable franchise: the essential nexus between democracy
and journalism, the vital connection vdth community and our role in promoting
useful discourse rather than merely echoing discontent(Merritt, 1998).
Consequently, it was during his years in Wichita that Merritt used at the time an
unorthodox method to covering local politics and elections. While covering a governor’s
race, instead of gathering his team of reporters at the same strategy meeting he had
presided over numerous times before, Merritt decided to return the election to the people.
Merritt commissioned a poll ofthe state’s voters and then used the results to guide
his coverage. The paper’s reporters then pressed the candidates on the issues that
mattered most to the readers and voters; when candidates would not answer the reporters’
questions, Merritt published it in the paper. As a result, more candidates participated in
the new forum created by journalists, and the race was characterized sharply by improved
debate and increased voter engagement(Cohn, 1995, Merritt, 1998).
Following in the footsteps of Merritt and The Wichita Eagle, many of the nation’s
papers began similar processes of reengaging their readers and stressing the need to reach
out to readers and focusing stories on issues, not “horse-race politics”(Cohn, 1995;
Merritt, 1998). The public journalism movement “called for redefinition of the
journalist’s job_ doing public work_ which means ‘living in the present... confronting
problems, debating solutions, arriving at decisions that have broad support’(Arant and
Meyer, 1998).”
In the June 23, 1995 edition of The American Prospect, the debate about public
journalism was just beginning:
Less a point-by-point program than an evolving philosophy, public journalism
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stresses solution-oriented reporting and seeks to make the news media a
constructive force for civic improvement. Its advocates believe public journalism
represents one way to help mend the nation's frayed social fabric; its critics say it
compromises the media's objectivity, turns reporters into actors rather than
observers, and thus jeopardizes their ability to provide a balanced chronicle ofthe
news(Cohn, 1995).
Merritt redefined journalism by giving the people a voice, by further promoting
democracy. What started in politics has spread to all areas ofjournalism, reengaging a
once disinterested public, rejuvenating old-timer and newcomer journalists and restoring,
at least in part, the faith readers had in journalism and newspaper coverage in general:
Public journalism moves beyond current practice by adopting a particular,
pragmatic view of the nature of democracy and the role ofjournalism in it. That
view of democracy holds that although our system is representative rather than
direct, the people cannot and do not give away ultimate power; we lend portions
of it to chosen representatives. The only way for people to retain their ultimate
power is by being engaged in its exercise (Merritt, 1998).
Furthermore, along the lines of Merritt’s mantra thatjournalism should actively
promote civic activism, in their study, Barger and Barney(2004)concluded that
journalism has several moral obligations, including a responsibility to facilitate
discussions of community issues:
Normatively speaking,journalism promotes desirable values by serving as a
communication system that creates a public cultural arena. The relevant role of
the press here is to encourage participation, including educating the public by
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providing information and fostering debate (Barger and Barney, 2004).
In addition, Barger and Barney described journalism’s duty to engage the public,“The
media’s function with citizens is to orient them in an actual world and to inspire them to
opt in (2004).
The Relationship between Detachment and Objectivity and the
Practice of Public Journalism
A 1998 national survey showed that although public journalism has been widely
implemented at U.S. daily newspapers by nearly 61 percent ofthe survey’s respondents,
the majority ofjournalists “adhere to traditional values in journalism practice and do not
support public journalism values that depart from traditional journalism (Arant and
Meyer, 1998):
Traditional journalism emphasizes the values offairness, balance, and
detachment, which in turn establishes newspapers’ credibility among the readers
and by extension, creates a market among advertisers who want their products and
services featured in a credible medium. Public journalism pulls back from
detachment. It casts the press in a more active role of presenting information to
the readers to motivate community action in order to solve problems and of
creating the forum for citizens to become politically active. This role is viewed
by critics as a threat to traditional journalism values in general(Arant
and Meyer, 1998).
It goes without saying that public journalism “has generated a mature and robust debate,
both within the journalistic profession and among academic researchers(Loomis, 2000).
Much of the debate revolves around the issue of detachment, a professional
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aloofness rooted in norms of objectivity and credibility. Public journalists assert
that this traditional detachment has created a “disconnect” between journalists and
the communities they cover, with accompanying losses in the public life of those
places. Traditional journalists counter that public journalism’s \villingness to
weaken professional norms of detachment puts news media credibility at risk.
Public journalisms critics add that such risks are unacceptable to an industry that
has seen its audience dwindle in recent decades(Loomis, 2000).
However, Merritt described the rapport between detachment and objectivity and
the practice of public journalism as a symbiotic one:
We can maintain professional objectivity while not being detached from the
implications of what we do. We can care whether public life goes well and yet
report accurately and fairly on whether or not it does go well. Likewise, moving
away from detachment does not put our credibility at risk; it reinforces it.
Credibility cannot arise from the contrived detachment that sets us apart from
other citizens. To the contrary, credibility for journalists, as for any conscientious
citizen, arises from other citizens tmsting that we and they are broadly aligned in
a common cause, that both of us share a desire to improve our lot(Merritt, 1998).
Merritt said that compassion is the key to credibility and good journalism:
The dilemma is that true credibility with others cannot arise from a person,
profession, or institution openly professing not to care, not sharing at least some
broad common cause with others. People do not value that which they do not
trust, and they do not trust (i.e. place credibility in) that which they feel is not
useful to them in accomplishing that broad goal of improving their lot in life
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(Merritt, 1998).
Journalist Britta Reque(2000)suggested,“We must not forget thatjournalism is about
people .... Compassion, truth, and integrity have a powerful place in journalism:”
Compassion motivates us to act differently, to change our behavior, to make a
difference. And compassion in our reporting allows us to motivate individuals to
make a difference in their world

Some argue that it isn’t a reporter’s place to

motivate, but what we say and how we say it influences people whether we are
conscious of it or not(Reque,2000).
Associated Press writer Ian Stewart added that concern and compassion are not
synonymous with bias and participation in the news that he or she is covering, but finding
the balance between objectivity and detachment and the practice of public journalism is
the key:
There’s a difference in journalism, though. You need compassion to feel for
someone you’re writing about, and hopefully extend that experience to the people
who read your work. At the same time, you can’t let it overwhelm you to the
point where you’re no longer objective and able to do a fair and reasonable job
(Reque, 2000).
In summary,the use of newsroom-mandated and individual ethics codes by
journalists; the significance ofthe journalistic values of detachment and objectivity,
specifically as outlined in some of the nationally-recognized ethics codes; the definition
and history of public journalism; and the relationship between detachment and objectivity
and the practice of public journalism are relevant to the research of this thesis for various
reasons. The research questions follow the justification that Mississippi newspapers have
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standard ethics codes and guidelines; Mississippi newspaper editors believe that
mandated ethics codes are vital to newsroom operations and accurate news coverage;
Mississippi newspaper editors’ ethical areas of concern include detachment and
objectivity; Mississippi newspapers’ staffs practice public journalism; and Mississippi
newspaper editors believe that there is a link between the practice of public journalism
and the journalistic values of objectivity and detachment. The questions pertain to
Mississippi newsrooms’ use of ethics codes, the importance of ethics codes within the
confines of the state’s newsrooms,the role that detachment and objectivity play in ethical
decision-making, the practice of public journalism among Mississippi newspapers, and
editors’ beliefs that there is a link between the practice of public journalism and the
journalistic values of detachment and objectivity.
Research indicates that while mostjournalists acknowledge the significance of
ethics, a correlation between the behavior ofjournalists and newsroom ethics codes is
nonexistent (Pritchard and Morgan, 1989). This thesis attempts to gauge the level of
accuracy of the aforementioned statements, specifically as they pertain to Mississippi
newsrooms. It is important to first identify how widely implemented ethics codes

are

before one can understand their value. Likewise, mostjournalists will place objectivity
and detachment on the top of their list ofjournalistic ideals, as research indicates. This
information is relevant because exploring the relationship between detachment,
objectivity, and ethical decision-making is another central focus of this thesis. Finally,
understanding the formation of public journalism helps put its role in this thesis into
perspective, thus providing necessary background information about the final element of
the thesis: a potential connection between the practice of public journalism and the values
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of detachment and objectivity. Mostjournalists will agree that the topic of public
journalism is a controversial one, namely because it calls into question two ofthe
principles held sacred by many journalists: detachment and objectivity. This thesis
explores the relationship between ethics codes in Mississippi newsrooms, as they pertain
to the journalistic values of detachment and objectivity, which, ultimately, pertain to the
practice of public journalism.
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CHAPTER 2
METHOD

For the purpose of this thesis, a survey was mailed to each ofthe 89 weekly and
24 daily newspapers in the Magnolia State. Furthermore, the survey’s questions were
composed to provide answers to the specific research questions: Mississippi newspapers
have standard ethics codes and guidelines; Mississippi newspaper editors believe that
mandated ethics codes are vital to newsroom operations and accurate news coverage;
Mississippi newspaper editors’ ethical areas of concern include detachment and
objectivity; Mississippi newspapers’ staffs practice public journalism; and Mississippi
newspaper editors believe there is a link between the practice of civic journalism and the
journalistic values of detachment and objectivity. A survey was chosen for time-related
reasons; with over 100 newspapers scattered around the state, mailing surveys(and later
e-mailing them) was the most efficient method ofconducting this thesis’ research.
Several of the questions depended on short-written answers, which relied on the
respondent putting time and thought into the responses. This also determined the limited
scope of respondents in this thesis’ research. The focus ofthis thesis was limited to
Mississippi newspapers, due to time and financial restraints. In addition, because ofthe
controversial past of the state’s newspapers, the state provided a cleaner slate for
measuring these issues than a state with a more traditional press history.
Limitations of this survey method include time constraints and a lower than
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desired return rate of approximately 50 percent. Another unspecified weakness includes
uncertainty of the respondent’s identity, because there is, in fact, no way of proving
whether or not the person the letter was addressed to is the same person who filled out the
survey. In addition, because only 48.5 percent of Mississippi newspaper leaders
responded, generalizations to newspaper populations should be made with extreme
caution.
Names of the Mississippi newspapers were obtained from the Mississippi Press
Association as well as the Mississippi Media Directory for 2005 and 2006, which listed
25 daily newspaper members and 89 weekly newspaper members, totaling 114.
However, of the 25 daily newspapers listed in the two directories, one was excluded
because it was not a Mississippi newspaper, and ofthe 89 weekly newspapers, at least
eight ofthem were advertiser publications or business journals, which for the purpose of
this thesis’ research were excluded. This left 105 newspapers, 23 percent, daily and 77
percent, weekly, which were surveyed.
Each newspaper was mailed a cover letter, pre-paid envelope, and 23-question
survey on July 5, 2006. The letters were sent to the publisher, the editors, or the highestranking newsroom employee listed on the MPA website. The cover letter included the
purpose of the research, which was to fulfill a graduation requirement for the Sally
McDonnell-Barksdale Honors College at the University of Mississippi. Additionally, the
cover letter stated how this particular topic was chosen, the goals of the research being
conducted via survey, and an acknowledgement of working under the supervision of a
thesis advisor, Dr. Kathleen Wickham. The letter set a return deadline of August 15.
Furthermore, the surveys, which included 23 questions, were labeled “Mississippi
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Newspaper Ethics Survey” across the top ofthe page. The author’s contact information,
which included the author’s e-mail address and school name, was printed directly below
the survey’s title. The survey’s directions stated that respondents should circle the “best
choice” answer and write out their answers to short-answer questions, either in the blank
space provided or on a separate page. Survey respondents were guaranteed their
anonymity, and replies were promised to remain confidential. A copy ofthe survey
instrument is in Appendix A.
Questions 1 -3 of the survey were geared toward identifying the papers’
demographics; frequency of publication, circulation size, and newspaper ownership,
respectively. Question 4 pertained to the practice of objectivity and any correlation that it
might have to an ethical journalistic performance. Question 5 asked whether the
respondent believed that objective news covering is the same as ethical news reporting,
and question 6 asked whether or not the respondent believed in objective news coverage.
Questions 7-13 pertained to the practice of public journalism in newsrooms as it
correlates to objective and detached journalism. Question 14-18 asked about the
presence of written ethics codes in newsrooms,the origins ofthe aforementioned ethics
codes, and the enforcement ofthe ethics codes. Questions 19 and 20 asked respondents
to rank ethics and ethics codes, based on their degree of significance. Questions 21 and
22 asked respondents to quantify the number of ethical issues dealt with in their
respective newsroom within the past month and year. Finally, question 23 asked
respondents to identify the most important influences in their journalistic decision
making skills. A copy of the survey instrument can be found in Appendix A.
Of the initial 105 surveys mailed out on July 5,25 were returned by the deadline.
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August 15. To obtain a desired goal of a minimum 50 percent rate ofresponse, the
survey was mailed out again on August 15, with a September 15 deadline for response.
The second mailing included results from 15 newspaper editors, managers, and
publishers, for a return rate of 38 percent.
Because the return rate was still below the desired goal of50 percent, e-mails
were sent to the editors, managers, and publishers of the newspapers that had not
responded. E-mails included attached electronic versions ofthe survey. Likewise, the emails included short descriptions ofthe purpose ofthe thesis and reminders ofthe
importance of returning completed surveys. Approximately 70 e-mails were sent to
newspaper leaders. Ofthose e-mails, six were returned unsent, due to various server
errors. Likewise, there were eight news organizations that had neither an e-mail address
nor a website listed in the Mississippi Media Directory for 2005 and 2006. Since the
news organizations that had neither an e-mail address nor a website were weekly
newspapers and the weekly newspaper responses already greatly outnumbered the daily
newspaper responses, phone calls or other means of further contact were not made. In a
week’s time, approximately nine newspaper leaders completed their surveys and returned
them via e-mail, bringing the total number of responses up to 49. After the deadline
passed, two additional responses were received, bringing the final response count up to
51, or 48.5 percent. At this particular stage ofthe research process, the end ofthe data
collection process, results were tabulated, spreadsheets were made, and the analysis was
composed.
Although the three efforts were just short ofsought-after 50 percent return rate, it
is doubtful that a fourth effort will result in a significant change. Furthermore, of those
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who responded, 73% were weekly newspapers and 27% were both forms of daily
newspapers, including daily only newspapers and daily and Sunday newspapers, as well
as newspapers that publish more than once a week.
The papers which returned surveys included 37 weeklies, nine daily and Sunday
only newspapers, three daily only newspapers, and two newspapers that publish more
than once a week. The average circulation was 23,512 for daily newspapers during their
Monday through Friday publication. For those same daily papers that also publish on
Sunday, the average Sunday circulation was 25,819. For newspapers that publish only
Monday through Friday, the average circulation size was 8,333. Finally, for newspapers
that publish more than once a week and weekly only, the average circulation size was
4,374. Additionally, the median was 14,000 for the daily newspaper circulation size;
whereas, 15,000 was the circulation size ofthose same newspapers on Sunday. In terms
of the newspapers that publish more than once a week and weekly only, the median was
3,750.
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CHAPTERS
ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

Because ethics are absolutely instrumental in the daily operations of newsrooms
both in Mississippi and around the country, it is important to gauge the significance of
ethics codes in newsrooms. Journalists have a responsibility to provide readers with the
information that they need to perform day-to-day fimctions in a well-informed manner.
Likewise, newsrooms that lack ethical codes ofconduct set themselves up for
problematic news reporting and coverage that is dotted with ethical lapses ofjudgment.
This thesis is interested in exploring two ethical values adhered to by Mississippi
journalists, specifically those pertaining to detachment and objectivity. Furthermore,
identifying the number of newsrooms in the Magnolia State that have standard and wellimplemented ethics codes is another area of interest. Finally, public journalism- a
practice that is geared toward helping reporters discover the issues that are of most
importance to average citizens and readers by joining them in area coffee shops, school
board meetings, and other public arenas- and its use and implications on the values of
objectivity and detachment are discussed in this thesis.
Analysis is based on a 48.5% return rate, achieved after multiple attempts. Ofthe
51 survey responses, 73% ofthem were from weekly newspapers and 27% ofthem were
from newspapers that publish daily and Sunday as well as just daily or more than once a
week. Because there were so few daily and biweekly newspapers that responded, both
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forms of daily newspapers as well as newspapers that publish more than once a week
were included in the daily newspaper bracket. Ofthe responses, it would appear that
newspapers without ethics codes overwhelmingly trumped newspapers with codes, 84^
to 16%.
Because of the small number in the sample, theses results cannot be generalized to
a larger audience. However,they do provide a look at the issue from the eyes ofthe
small and medium-size newspapers, which number 85 percent of the nation s
newspapers, according to the website, www.pressreference.com, which listed numbers
based on statistics from 2000, the most recent that could be found.
The first research question concerned the presence or absence of standard ethics
codes and guidelines in Mississippi newsrooms. Ofthe number of weekly newspapers
that participated in the survey, 37, one weekly newspaper was excluded because the
respondent failed to answer the questions corresponding to the first research question.
According to the survey’s results, 84% of the respondents stated that their news
organizations do not have an ethics code. This included 89% of the weekly newspaper
responses and 71% of the responses from newspapers that publish daily, daily and
Sunday, and more than once a week. Furthermore, in the final breakdovm ofthe origins
of the 16% of Mississippi newspapers with ethics codes, 50% ofthe organizations did not
answer the question concerning the origins oftheir newspaper’s code, while the
remaining percentages are distributed as follows: 12.5% written by a national
professional organization, 25% written by a corporate/chain, and 12,5% were the result of
a newsroom committee, accounting for the remaining 50%. Refer to Table 1 for a
breakdown of daily and weekly newspapers with ethics codes and the origins of these
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codes. Thus, it appears that while few newspapers have ethics codes, ofthese who do
have them, only half indicated the source ofthe code.

Table 1
Percentases ofMississippi Newspapers with Ethics Codes and the Orisins ofThese Codes

Newspapers

Ethics Codes

Weekly

50% {n = 4)

12.5%(n = l)

Daily

50% (a? = 4)

12.5%r« = n ismo(n = Vi

Total

100%

National

12.5%

Corporate

37.5%

In-House

Other

37.5%(« = 3)
\2.5%(n=\)
37.5%

12.5%

Of the newspapers with ethics codes, only three of eight respondents who said
they have codes sent copies enclosed with their surveys. Common values among these
ethics codes spoke to the pertinence of avoiding all conflicts of interest. One newspaper
explicitly stated the dos and don’ts of representing the news organization, which included
the reporter paying for his or her own meals, not drinking alcohol on the job, identifying
his or herself clearly as a reporter, and refusing gifts or promotional offers. Likewise,
another newspaper’s code stated, “Nothing should be written or published to advance any
editorial employee’s personal interests, monetary or otherwise.” The code went on to
state that avoiding all conflicts of interests and appearances, extending no offer of reward
or compensation for information, and remaining detached from potentially integrity
compromising or credibility-damaging associations or activities are necessary for the
individual to act independently. The third ethics code outlined the mles governing
reporters’ behavior and conflicts of interests: “It is expected that employees will not have
any outside interest that might dilute their loyalty to the Company. All employees will
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keep an impartial arm’s length relationship with suppliers, anyone seeking to influence
the news, or any others dealing with the Company.”
Other items listed in the codes included everything from methods of minimizing
harm; remaining accountable; being involved within the community without crossing any
journalistic boundaries; seeking tmth and reporting it; and determining newsworthiness,
credibility, and fairness. One code even went so far as to tailor specific guidelines
governing the behavior of photojoumalists and online reporters.
In terms of the number of newsrooms without ethics codes,48% cited never
feeling the need for a code as the reason for its absence in their newsroom, while 31%
indicated other reasons and 21% failed to answer the question. Those reasons for the
absence of a newsroom ethics code included, as one weekly newspaper editor put it, I
essentially perform all duties at the paper and conform to my own code.” Another
editor’s view appeared to be similar: “With the editor being the only reporter, we are
operating by our own personal code of ethics.” Likewise, one editor shared an opinion,
“We’re not big enough to have 800 written policy statements. We know the rules and
follow them.” Another editor of a weekly paper described an alternative reason for not
having an ethics code: “Our ethics code is accuracy and fairness.” Other reasons for an
ethics code’s absence in the newsroom included, as another editor put it, “There’s an
‘understood’ code among family members (staff) of what is ethical and not.” Another
editor said, “I have suggested that such a policy be put in place, but thus far the
publishers have not taken any action on this.” Likewise, another editor ofthe newspaper
without an ethics code stated, “I do not believe ethics can be defined by a code. Every
situation is different and requires a response based on the situation.” As such, it appears
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that while the newsrooms that responded to the question about the existence of a written
ethics code answered in the negative,journalism ethics exist as a prevailing value within
the culture of the newsroom.
The second research question asks whether or not Mississippi newspaper editors
believe that mandated ethics codes are vital to newsroom operations and accurate news
coverage. Respondents were asked to rank the importance ofjournalism ethics and the
significance of newsroom codes of ethics. For this particular question, only 49 surveys
were considered because two of the weekly newspaper respondents did not answer the
related questions. The results indicate that 76% of all respondents believe that, on a scale
from 1 -3, with three being the most important and one being the least,journalism ethics
are the most important. Additionally, 12% of all respondents said thatjournalism ethics
are the least important; 10% placed the importance of ethics in between least and most
important; and 2% of respondents had no answer. Percentages were rounded to the
nearest whole number. Thus, while a few news organizations indicated that they do not
believe journalism ethics are incredibly important, the majority share the belief that ethics
are imperative to day-to-day newsroom operations.
Respondents were also asked to rank on a scale from 1-3, ^vith three being the
most important and one being the least, how important they consider codes of ethics to be
in the newsroom. Of all respondents,53% said newsroom ethics codes are the most
important; whereas, 20% had neutral feelings about these codes; 14% said ethics codes
are not important; and 12% had no answer. Percentages were rounded to the nearest
whole number, which leaves 1% unaccounted for in the results. While slightly more than
half of respondents stated that they believe ethics codes are very important, the remaining
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47% of respondents did not seem to hold ethics codes in such high regard_ indicating a
lot of indecisiveness over the significance ofthese codes.
The third research question asks whether or not Mississippi newspaper editors
ethical areas of concern include detachment and objectivity. Among those who
responded,67% of all respondents said that if a journalist is capable ofreporting a story
objectively, than the result will be an ethical journalistic performance, thus indicating that
the majority of this survey’s respondents seem to believe that there is no distinction
between objectivity and an ethical journalistic performance. Whereas,22% believed that
the two are not synonymous; 10% did not answer the question; and 2% of respondents
answered both “yes” and “no” to the question. The answer of the one respondent who
circled both choices was lumped into its own category, meaning that it was considered
neither strictly a “yes” response nor strictly a “no” response. Because numbers were
rounded to the nearest whole number, a 1% discrepancy exists in these findings.
Likewise, of the 22% who believed that objective news reporting does not guarantee

an

ethical journalistic performance, one editor said,“You can be objective and still have
omissions or structures that don’t place a story in the proper context. Fairness relies on
context, and fairness is the basis of ethical reporting.” Another editor simply said, “I
don’t think they’re the same.” Likewise, another editor agreed, “Presenting a fair,
balanced, objective, factual report does not necessarily equate to good ethics.” As such,
while the majority of respondents indicated that they believe that if news coverage is
objective, it is also ethical, ofthe remaining 33% ofresponses, 12% indicated
indecisiveness.
When asked whether or not they believed that there can ever be “objective” news
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coverage, 78% said that they do believe objective news coverage is feasible, while 12%
disagreed and 10% did not answer this particular question. Additionally, when asked to
number the total amount of ethical issues that are dealt with in their respective
newsrooms, 71% said that they deal with fewer than five ethical issues each month. Of
the remaining 29%, 18% stated that they typically deal with five or more ethical issues
each month, and 11% did not answer the question, which is indicated in Table 2. While it
may or may not be a coincidence that the majority of respondents who answered
positively concerning the likelihood of objective news coverage also acknowledged not
dealing with many ethical issues each month,in comparison,fewer than 20% of
respondents stated that they typically deal with more than five ethical issues
each month. So, the majority of respondents believe that 1) objectivity is possible and
that 2)they seldom deal with ethical issues.

Table 2
Ethical Issues Dealt With Each Month and Year in Mississippi Newsrooms

Month

Year

Fewer than five

71%(« = 36)

17.6%(« = 9)

Five or more

18%(« = 9)

19.6%(«=10)

No answer

!!%(« = 6)

62.7%(w = 32)

100% (/f = 51)

99.9%(/i = 51)

Total

When asked to place a number on the average number of ethical issues, including
those pertaining specifically to the journalistic concepts of objectivity and detachment.
dealt within the newsroom each year,63% of respondents did not answer the question;
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14% stated that they deal with three or fewer each year; and 12% said they deal with
between four and 10 each year. Finally, 12% stated that they deal with more than 10
ethical issues each year in their respective Mississippi newsroom,as also seen in Table 2,
although the numbers have been grouped into three categories: fewer than five, five or
more, and no answer. Nothing is inferred from either the absence of replies or from the
small number that did reply, although the responses that were gathered were relatively
evenly split among three or fewer, between four and 10, and more than 10 ethical issues
per year. Thus, this indicated that there was no predominant answer to this question
concerning the prevalence of ethical issues that newsrooms deal with annually.
When asked if Mississippi newspapers’ staffs practice public journalism, ofthe 51
newspaper leaders’ responses, 78% said that public journalism is practiced in their
newsrooms, while 14% said this is not a practice used in their newsroom and 8% had no
answer. Only a small number disagreed and an even smaller number disregarded the
question completely; whereas, fifty-one newspapers’ leaders responded, indicating that
the majority of them felt like public journalism is practiced regularly in their respective
newsrooms.
A reoccurring theme appeared when editors were asked to explain the
significance of public journalism in their newsrooms. The answers included, as one
editor put it, “A community newspaper has a different role in its community than ‘big
city’ papers. Each story and/or feature must relate to the community, and the community
must relate to articles, etc.” Another editor’s response was similar:“We are a small,
weekly newspaper and feel promoting community is at the core of our reporting- we
must promote our community projects and events.” Another editor stated,“At a small-
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town weekly such as ours, it would be nearly impossible to be a good newspaper without
being involved at least in part in the public life ofthe community. Our purpose, really, is
to promote the well-being of our area; by keeping the public informed about local
government actions through our main news section, by bettering their home and social
lives through our lifestyles section, and by promoting local businesses through
advertising (including our own,of course- at least we try to sell enough advertising to
stay solvent). We (or our spouses or other relatives) serve on committees, our kids are in
the Little League, our neighbors run for office, etc - our lives are intertwined with the
news we report in too many ways to untangle. This may not be an issue at larger dailies,
but it is certainly the case in small towns.” Additionally, numerous editors pointed to the
fact that their staff members are involved with and encouraged to participate in vanous
facets of community and public life. Thus, it would appear that with small staffs working
for small newspapers in small communities, public journalism
thrives off participation in the community.
Newspapers belonging to the remaining three categories- daily and Sunday, daily
only, and more than once a week- newspaper leader gave similar responses. One editor
said, “In small-town journalism, you are part ofthe community. You’re expected to
show leadership- to promote,to criticize, to motivate- in the community.” Another,
“Our mission is to ‘build community.’ If ourjournalism does not contribute to better
functioning, more progressive community, we have failed,” an editor of a daily and
Sunday newspaper said. Furthermore,“We view our role as a mirror and, not to sound
too grandiose, as a conscience for our communities. We pay special attention to the issues
we think are important to the civic well-being of our communities,” said another editor of
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a daily and Sunday newspaper. Therefore, it appears that, regardless ofthe newspaper’s
circulation size, a common belief is that public journalism is 1)inevitable and 2)part of a
fairly regular routine that is geared toward providing readers with the information that
they need to be promoted, criticized, and motivated, as one editor put it.
Of the 78% of respondents who said that public journalism is practiced in their
respective newsrooms, the frequency ofthis practice varied. Most ofthe weekly
newspapers indicated that they published public journalism-related stories regularly or
nearly every week; whereas, the daily newspapers and the newspapers that publish more
than once a week indicated that they were less consistent. In fact, ofthe responses from
the daily newspapers and the ones that publish more than once a week,there seemed to
be disagreement not only as to the definition and role of public journalism but also on the
role that it should play in news reporting. One editor, for example, stated, “It’s an
ongoing, everyday reality. Civic journalism can’t be avoided. It’s intrinsic in the
selection of words and pictures to be placed before an audience that an effect will result.
If an objective report of rising test scores is printed, that will inform readers about their
community. If an objective report offalling test scores is presented, that will inform
readers about their community. Advocacy is implicit in reporting either story,

However,

another editor said that his or her respective news organization does practice public
joumalism_ on its editorial pages far more frequently than in stories. Thus, it appears
that, in general, the weekly newspaper responses indicated that public journalismoriented stories appeared in their publications in nearly every issue, but the daily and
other newspapers, while generally advocating for the practice of public journalism,
indicated that the publication of this type story varied issue to issue. However,there
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appeared to be disagreement as to the definition and role that public journalism plays in
newsrooms, as multiple newsroom leaders pointed to public journalism belonging solely
on the newspaper’s editorial pages.
On the flipside, one editor among the 14% of respondents who stated that public
journalism is not practiced in their newsrooms stated,“We tend to try to practice
journalism that is as objective as possible, not advocating one position or another. That is
what editorial pages are for.” Another editor responded,“My late husband David and I
have always felt that our job was to get the accurate information to the reader and let the
reader do the rest.” The third respondent, who provided an explanation for not using
public journalism in his or her newsroom stated,“By your definition, a ‘fair-minded
participant’ may still struggle to separate personal feelings from objectively telling the
story. Readers want the facts so that they can make an informed decision for
themselves.” As such, there are indications that, as previously mentioned, several
newsroom leaders believed that public journalism should not be practiced in newsrooms
because it is simply another name for editorializing, which they stated belongs on the
newspaper’s page which clearly is labeled as such.
When asked if there is a link between the practice of public journalism and the
journalistic values of detachment and objectivity, 80% said “yes,” 12% disagreed, and
8% did not answer the question. Two respondents replied both “yes” and “no” to the
related survey question. Therefore, it appears that most respondents believed that public
journalism being practiced does not necessarily serve as a precursor for the endangerment
of the journalistic values of detachment and objectivity.
Another common response among the leaders of newspapers was the idea of
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public journalism overlapping editorials. Several editors agreed that public journalism
can be practiced in newsrooms_ on the opinion and editorial pages.“The news pages can
objectively present both sides of an issue, and the editorial page can be used to say who
makes the better argument,” one newspaper leader said. Another respondent agreed,
“The detachment and objectivity can be practiced on the front page and general news
section. The civic journalism can be practiced on ed. or op. ed. pages.”
Still others, who said that public journalism does not have to be sacrificed at the
expense of objectivity and detachment, said that a certain level of professionalism and
experience is required to differentiate between practicing good public journalism and
crossing the line into editorializing and presenting biased, subjective information. “Yes,
there’s a spectrum here- not a single line. The work of a courtroom stenographer is
almostjam-up against one extreme and a columnist or commentator is at the other. The
work of various news writers and publications fall at varying points along the continuum.
I don’t ever want to be (and have never been)in a newsroom where detachment is a
value. Reporting and interpreting news accurately and factually requires depth,
involvement, and understanding. Journalists are not transcriptionists. As for objectivity,
again, the definition is to gather, interpret, and relay information without injecting
nuance. That takes practice and professionalism. It cannot be done by a person who is
detached.”
Others said public journalism is practiced daily by all newspapers, perhaps even
subconsciously. “Simply by the choice ofthings we report on and placement of stories,
we practice civic journalism. The attention we bring to an issue that we think is
important. We try to report fairly and present both sides ofstories we report....Every
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credible newspaper in America practices ‘civic journalism.’ By definition, in the
constitutional sense, that is what journalism is,” one editor said, 1 don’t know how to
explain that briefly because it prompts an argument over the definition of‘objectivity.’
As I see it, no human being is purely objective, but objective journalism is possible by
reporting the facts, and also explaining the facts, without trying to influence the outcome
of whatever matter is at hand. We can express our opinions in editorials, but as far as
main news goes, we are here to put the information before the people without telling
them what to think about it. By the simple act of reporting, however, we become
involved in the process and the civic life of the community,” another respondent added.
However, according to the small percentage of respondents who seemed to
believe that the newsroom values of objectivity and detachment cannot be practiced
simultaneously with public journalism, their viewpoints gave varied reasons explaining
why these values are endangered when public journalism is in use by reporters. For
example, one editor stated,“Once a reporter is asked to start writing for or against an
issue, position, etc., objectivity and detachment can no longer be expected or required.”
Another editor posed a different position opposing the symbiosis of detachment.
U4

objectivity, and public journalism:

Civic journalism,’ by your definition, is a buzzword

best left to bloggers. Good reporting allows a reader to understand the story, how it
affects them without having the reporter be a participant in the story, As such, these
editors, with their varying reasons for why public journalism, objectivity, and detachment
cannot be practiced concurrently, indicated that the practice of public journalism
infringes on a reporter’s responsibility to readers to remain unbiased and disconnected
from the news that he or she is covering.
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On a separate note, respondents were asked to identify the most important
influences in their development of ideas about what is wrong and right in journalism. Of
the responses,6% listed college journalism ethics classes as the most instrumental
influence; 22% labeled family upbringing as most significant; 6% indicated that religious
values are most important; and 4% gave no answer. The remaining 62% of respondents
listed other factors as the most critical in their development ofideas about what is right
versus what is wrong, including a combination of college journalism ethics classes,
family upbringing, and religious values. Some ofthose responses about the origins ofthe
formation of a journalistic conscience included past experiences in journalism,
observations of veteran reporters, military experience, and community needs, among
others.
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CHAPTER 4
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

Ethics play a vital role in day-to-day media relations. They serve as a guidepost
to journalists around the world_ a moral compass that leads reporters down the proverbial
straight and narrow path toward well-founded journalistic behavior. Therefore, the
journalistic tradition and the profession surely would suffer without a strong and
unwavering ethical foundation, thus making it imperative that a strong ethical base be
seen in the newsroom. Many sources, including many ofthe field’s leading professionals,
cite the necessity of ethics and the value of ethics codes. Yet, this research project found,
based on the responses from a survey mailed out to each Mississippi newspaper, that
while most Mississippi newspaper editors, like their colleagues who are scattered
throughout the nation, believe that ethics are the bedrock of good journalism, the majority
of Mississippi editors do not seem to believe that ethics codes are important enough as
accountability checkpoints to exist in the newsrooms.
When identifying core journalistic values, many ofthe nation’s editors,
publishers, and reporters are quick to point to objectivity and detachment as core values,
and few Mississippi editors would disagree. Objectivity and detachment also become the
center of the debate about public journalism and related concerns over how much
involvement is too much and when empathy is crossing the line. While highly contested
by some, and equally recommended by others, the practice of public journalism has many
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questioning whether or not journalists around the country cross journalistic boundaries by
participating in the news they cover. On one hand,journalists argue that if the cardinal
law of absolute objectivity and detachment is to be followed,journalists are to remain
completely detached. On the other hand, other journalism professionals state that ifthe
gap between readers and the news they are reading is to be bridged, reporters have a
responsibility to foster a forum for public debate, thus engaging readers in the process.
Of the respondents to the survey, the majority of Mississippi journalists said that public
journalism is practiced in their newsrooms regularly, and they also agreed that reporters
can be objective and detached while this form ofjournalism is being practiced. The
results, while not entirely conclusive, seem to indicate that Mississippi journalists are
unlike their peers in other parts ofthe country who, according to statistics, exercise a
more traditional approach to journalism rather than a civic-minded one.
The purpose of this thesis is not only to number the newsrooms with ethics codes,
but also to identify the prevalence of the journalistic values of objectivity and detachment
to Mississippi journalists and to figure out how these values relate to the practice of
public journalism. The research questions sought to determine if Mississippi newspapers
have standard ethics codes and guidelines, if Mississippi editors believe that mandated
ethics codes are vital to newsroom operations and accurate news coverage, if Mississippi
newspaper editors’ ethical areas of concern include detachment and objectivity, if
Mississippi newspapers’ staffs practice public journalism, and if Mississippi newspaper
editors believe there is a link between the practice of public journalism and the
journalistic values of detachment and objectivity.
There are limitations to the results: A survey can never completely gauge the full
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extent of a person's feelings on a specific topic, especially on such value>driven subjects
as detachment, objectivity, and their significance in the newsrooms. Furthermore, people
often are hesitant to openly discuss their newsroom’s flaws and shortcomings in a survey,
even if anonymity is guaranteed. That is not to say the results are without value. The
results indicated that most Mississippi news organizations do not have written ethics
codes, and the ones that do are predominantly newspapers that publish more than once a
week. However, on an ironic and somewhat contradictory note, the majority of
respondents said that newsroom codes of ethics are very important; whereas, only a small
percentage noted that ethics codes, in their opinion, are not important at all to the day-today newspaper business grind. Respondents tended to adhere closely to standard and
traditional definitions of objectivity and detachment, with seven out of 10 respondents
replying that if a story is written objectively, the end result will be an ethical journalistic
performance, saying this indicates a lack of differentiation between the two separate
concepts: objective news coverage and the larger scale, all-encompassing ethical
journalistic performance. However, most newspaper leaders did acknowledge the
importance and necessity of objectivity and detachment.
Meanwhile, the majority of respondents answered affirmatively when asked if
public journalism was practiced in their newsroom. In fact, most stated that this form of
journalism is practiced regularly by their reporters. Yet, this practice is muddled with the
newsroom leaders’ responses about the level ofinvolvement that detachment and
objectivity have in the public journalism sphere. While eight out of 10 responses
indicated that Mississippi news leaders believe objectivity, detachment, and public
journalism can work conjunctively, the minority responses seemed to indicate otherwise.
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The varying responses included explanations ofthe significance of keeping opinions and
editorials separate from the primary news sections. The link between public journalism
and objectivity and detachment is one that most editors seemed to believe is in no danger
ofjeopardizing journalistic credibility.
This thesis’ research indicates that while few editors and journalists doubt the
value of ethics codes, the majority have not implemented them into their newsrooms,thus
contradicting evidence in the study conducted by Pritchard and Morgan (1989). In their
study, Pritchard and Morgan determined that 60% of publishers, editors, and reporters
favored written ethics codes, but their study also concluded that ethics codes have no
direct influence on the decisions that journalists make in situations that raise ethical
concerns. Moreover, a study found that the demerits of ethics codes were argued by
those stating that the codes create liability standards. “Any document describing
newsroom practices will likely have to be disclosed to the party suing a media interest for
wrongful publishing,” said North Carolina attorney John Bussian (Steele, 2003). “Once
that happens, the document can become a roadmap to proving the media defendant’s
liability,” Bussian said. Ultimately, the presence or absence of an ethics code had little
impact in the legal arena— a reason often given by those without ethics codes (Steele,
2003).
The results of the Mississippi journalism survey conducted indicate that the
majority of Mississippi newspaper leaders who responded to the survey believe that
journalism ethics are vital to newsroom activity. In spite of a small number of
Mississippi newspapers with written ethics codes(approximately one in 10), over half of
the respondents cited ethics codes as being extremely important. This may not speak to
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the behavior ofjournalists, per se, but it does identify a discrepancy in the system.
Additionally, the opinions of Mississippi newsroom leaders seem to mirror those
of national newsroom publishers and editors, in regards to the necessity of detachment
and objectivity in day-to-day newsroom operations and reporting. As Kovach and
Rosenstiel (2001) stated in their book The Elements ofJournalism, objectivity is
necessary so that personal and cultural biases do not undercut professional integrity and
the accuracy of the reporter’s work. Furthermore, as listed in the SPJ Code ofEthics,
reporters have an obligation to remain detached, refraining from participating in the news
that they are covering (1996). The results from this research support the fact that the
journalistic values of objectivity and detachment are crucial in the field ofjournalism.
Additionally, in contrast to national surveys done, the majority of Mississippi
newspaper leaders, or at least the ones who responded to this thesis’ corresponding
survey, acknowledged practicing public journalism in some form. Whereas, Arant and
Meyer (1998)found that majority ofjournalists “adhere to traditional values in
journalism practice and do not support public journalism values that depart from
traditional journalism. The results of this survey’s research indicate that nearly eight out
of 10 Mississippi journalists practice public journalism, as defined by Merritt. His
definition is that public journalism is the move “beyond the limited mission oftelling the
news to the broader mission of helping public life go well, and acts out of that imperative.
It moves from detachment to being a fair-minded participant in public life (Merritt,
1998).”
Finally, this research project also sought to identify any possible linkage between
the practice of public journalism and the ideas of detachment and objectivity, and this
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thesis’ findings indicate that Mississippi respondents resonate with both sides ofthe
public journalism debate. Opponents to the symbiosis ofthe practice of public
journalism and the continued exercise of detachment and objectivity have stated, “Public
journalism’s willingness to weaken professional norms of detachment puts news media
credibility at risk (Loomis, 2000). In addition, according to the Arant and Meyer survey
(1998), most American journalists prefer the traditional approach to journalism, but the
results of this thesis’ survey indicate that only 12% of Mississippi respondents were
opposed to the practice, citing that public journalism can be practiced simultaneously
with detachment and objectivity. However, proponents of public journalism and its
healthy relationship to detachment and objectivity have cited,“Moving away from
detachment does not put our credibility at risk; it reinforces it. Credibility cannot arise
from the contrived detachment that sets us apart from other citizens (Merritt, 1998).”
Likewise, eight in 10 Mississippi respondents agreed that detachment and objectivity are
not diluted when public journalism is practiced.
It is interesting to speculate on possible reasons for some ofthe answers given by
Mississippi respondents and, likewise, why these answers, at times, do not seem to match
with one another. One possibility is that the weekly respondents outnumber the daily
newspaper responses nearly seven to three. While the dynamic of weekly newspapers
versus daily and other newspapers was not gauged by this thesis’ research, particularly
when dealing with small, community newspapers, the prevalence of public journalism at
the weekly newspapers is greater than that among daily newspapers. Since most of the
respondents were weekly newspapers, this potentially could have shaped the outcome,
especially when dealing with traditional news coverage versus coverage of the public
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journalism orientation. This explanation, in several instances, is a blanket expression,
encompassing other of this thesis’ areas of question, doubt, or concern.
In terms of the number of Mississippi newsrooms lacking ethics codes, it is
particularly surprising to notice, on one hand, the number ofindividuals who
acknowledged not having an ethics code, while, on the other hand, noting that ethics
codes are very important to newsroom operations. One potential explanation for this,
which is consistent with the survey’s results, is that most of the respondents, which, as
previously mentioned, are weekly newspaper leaders, have very small staffs. In a lot of
cases, these newspaper staffs are family members, among whom there is an “understood’
code of ethics among them. Family values trump, or so it seems.
Merritt(1998) said that public journalism goes beyond paragraphs_ it is about
framing the story in such a way that it lures and captivates the reader. It is about telling
people how to get involved in a discussion or civic activity. It is about connecting the
reporter to the reader and allowing people to see themselves as part ofthe public process
by listing the reporter’s beat and office number at the end of a story (Merritt, 1998).
Additionally, it is somewhat surprising to note that, in a state known for its conservative
values rooted deeply in tradition, the majority of the survey responses indicated that
Mississippi journalists practice the more progressive and contemporary form of
journalism. To speculate on possible reasons for this, one explanation is that public
journalism is not a new concept, that journalists have been practicing it all along and
simply not labeling it as anything other than traditional journalism. While a formal
definition of public journalism did not appear until the 1990s, the actual practice of
public journalism may not have been as novel an idea when the definition, discussions.
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and debates began near the turn of the 21^* century.
Editors working in small markets often have more interaction with concerned
citizens on a personal level than their big-city counterparts, creating natural feedback
opportunities that are often missing in major markets. Furthermore, it is interesting to
note the number of respondents who believe that public journalism is synonymous with
editorializing. This perhaps offers another potential reason for some ofthe varying
responses_ that it is possible (and acknowledged by some)that the concept ofpublic
journalism is a foreign one. Many of the publishers and editors admitted xmabashedly to
being uncertain as to how to answer the questions. Many others indicated that they had
no formal journalism training and, therefore, felt inadequately equipped to answer the
questions, thus leaving many answers unmarked. Education is a possible reason for why,
for example, some answered negatively to having an ethics code, yet affirmatively for the
importance of them. Otherwise, it is assumed that they made the distinction between
their two contrasting answers, which they felt reflected their viewpoint.
In terms of some of the major strengths and weaknesses ofthis thesis’
methodology, there are several worth noting. The current study has several strengths. It
collected information on ethics codes,journalistic values, public journalism, and outside
contributing factors in decision making. This information was collected from newspaper
leaders of weekly, daily, and bi-weekly newspapers in Mississippi, which enhanced the
probability of obtaining accurate information indicative ofa diverse plethora of
Mississippi communities and their respective news organizations. In addition, since
surveys were mailed out twice and e-mails were sent later, respondents were given ample
enough time to respond with thoughtful and well-crafted answers, ultimately allowing for
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more precise data analysis and interpretation. Third, the survey was designed with
objectivity in mind, which allowed respondents to openly discuss why they did or did not
feel a certain way. Ultimately, this allowed for the assessment ofincidence of ethics
codes’ violations pertaining to detachment and objectivity, as well as the hows and whys
of public journalism practices among Mississippi journalists.
Some limitations of the present research design, including time constraints,
sample size, and identity questions, should be addressed. While there are plenty of
advantages to sending out a survey, deadlines always pass, and even the most wellintentioned survey recipient can lose track of time. Likewise, because some ofthe survey
questions did require detailed and thoughtful responses, this also can act as a deterrent to
respondents, who see the survey as too time-consuming a project. Furthermore, because
a larger rate of response was not obtained, sweeping generalizations should be avoided.
In fact, generalizations should be made with caution. Third, when dealing with surveys,
the identity of the survey respondent is always questionable, and the present findings
were based on the responses from newspaper leaders and not, for example, an assistant to
the editor or publisher. Finally, newspaper respondents reported what they often guessed
was the precise number of ethical issues dealt with each month and each year. Many
admitted to not keeping a tally of these sorts ofthings.
These findings further suggest that ethical issues are dealt vdth in every
newsroom, regardless of whether or not they were reported. With the passage oftime
and in wake of national ethical mishaps, important concerns such as reporter
participation, bias, and credibility will be increasingly tested. In the national journalism
spectrum, these issues are already salient and, in most cases, sufficiently addressed.
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especially in light of the Jayson Blair and Janet Cooke scandals at two ofthe nation’s
leading newspapers. However in Mississippi, where, as previously mentioned,these
issues are not as prevalent, issues like detachment and objectivity may be
underaddressed, especially since ethics codes do not exist in the majority of Mississippi
newsrooms.
If the results obtained in this pilot study are confirmed in more definitive studies,
the following implications should be considered. Because a great deal ofrespondents
believed that, even in the absence of newsroom-mandated ethics codes, codes remain
invaluable to newsroom operations, perhaps this discrepancy should be addressed
through newsroom or ethics committee meetings. Moreover, perhaps all members ofthe
Mississippi Press Association could participate in an ethics seminar, helping them
develop ethics codes for their respective newsrooms while discussing in an open forum
the implications of not having a mandated set of newsroom policies guarding journalistic
behavior. At a similar seminar or conference,journalistic approaches to storytelling and
news reporting could be discussed, because if more journalists are aware of both
traditional and non-traditional approaches to covering their commumties,the news can
only be enhanced. If not through MPA,perhaps in coordination with the Society of
Professional Journalists, pamphlets could be printed and interest could be sparked in the
importance and magnitude of ethics codes. Ultimately, better-informed journalists are
capable of writing better, more well-rounded stories, which can only benefit the
Mississippi readership.
Finally, future research into this thesis’ topics could include questions about the
level of education among newspaper leaders, which would alleviate a lot of this thesis’
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guesswork and speculations. In regards to other directions this research might take in
order to advance knowledge of the topic, more discussion ofthe link between public
journalism, objectivity, and detachment could only enhance the discussion and improve
the research results. For example, providing survey respondents with more closed-ended
questions is not only less time-consuming for them but also more efficient for the
researchers, and asking respondents, for example, whether they believe that there is a
correlation between the two issues and the practice of public journalism could be a good
start. Likewise, another option is to ask respondents point-blank whether or not they are
familiar with the concept of public journalism and rather than defining it for them, asking
them instead to fill in the blanks and offer their personal opinions and definitions. Of
course, these and any other number of suggestions could augment this thesis’ research
validity.
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APPENDIX A
MISSISSIPPI NEWSPAPER ETHICS SURVEY

Please circle your “best choice” answer. For short answer questions, please use the space
provided, or answer on a separate page. Your replies will be anonymous and confidential.

1. How often does your newspaper publish?
a.

Daily only

b. Daily & Sunday
c.

Weekly

d. More than once a week

2. What is the circulation of your newspaper?
(If you publish daily and Sunday, please give separate figures for those
categories.)
3. Who owns your newspaper?
a. a national corporation
b. a Mississippi-based family chain
c. solo-ownership
4. Assuming that a reporter can report a story objectively, will such a report result in
an ethical journalistic performance?
a. Yes
b. No

5. If your answer to question 4 is “no,” briefly explain why you feel objective news
reporting is the same as ethical news reporting.
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6. Without fretting about the intricacies of definition (and ignoring the basic premise
or assumption of question 4 above), do you believe there can be “objective” news
coverage?
a.

Yes

b. No

7. Civic Journalism is defined as the move “beyond the limited mission of telling the
news to the broader mission of helping public life go well, and acts out ofthat
imperative. It moves from detachment to being a fair-minded participant in
public life.” Is it practiced in your newsroom?
a.

Yes

b. No

8. If the answer to question 7 is “yes,” briefly explain the significance ofthis form of
journalism to your newspaper.

9. If the answer to question 7 is “yes,” how frequently would you say that civic
journalism-oriented stories are published in your newspaper each week? Each
month?

10. If the answer to question 7 is “no,” briefly explain why this form ofjournalism is
not used by journalists in your newsroom.

11. Do you believe that civic journalism can be practiced while maintaining the
newsroom values of detachment and objectivity?
a. Yes
b. No

12. If the answer to question 11 is “yes,” briefly explain why you feel that civic
journalism and detachment and objectivity can be practiced simultaneously.
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13. If the answer to question 11 is “no,” briefly explain why you feel the newsroom
values of detachment and objectivity are endangered when civic journalism is in
use by reporters.

14. Does your newsroom have a set of written newsroom ethics codes?
a.

Yes

b. No

15. If your answer to question 14 is “y^s,” please include a copy in the return
envelope.

16. What are the origins of your ethics code?
a.

Written by a national professional organization (Please identify.)

b. Written by a corporate/chain
c.

Written by an editor/publisher

d. The result of a newsroom committee

17. If your answer to question 14 is “yes,” briefly explain how strictly enforced your
ethics code is; in other words, what, if any, are the repercussions for violating the
ethics code?

18. If your answer to question 14 is “no,” briefly explain why your newsroom does
not have an ethics code,
a. Lawyers have advised against adoption
b. Never felt the need
c. Other (Please specify)

19. On a scale from 1-3, with 3 being the most important and 1 being the least, how
important would you say that journalism ethics are?
a.

1

b. 2
c.

3
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20. On a scale from 1 -3, with 3 being the most important and 1 being the least, how
important would you say that newsroom codes of ethics are?
a.

1

b. 2
c. 3

21. How many ethical issues has your newsroom dealt with in the past month? Please
include those that pertain specifically to detachment and objectivity-related issues,
a. fewer than five
b. five or more

22. On average, how many ethical issues does your newsroom deal with each year?
Please include those that pertain specifically to detachment and objectivity-related
issues.

23. What influence(s) would you say is/are the most important in the development of
ideas about what is right and wrong in journalism?
a. college journalism ethics classes
b. family upbringing
c. religious values
d. other (Please specify.)
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